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Welcome to the quantum world that you already inhabit!

quantum literacy is essential to understand daily-life phenomena!



Definition of spin



Spin is a fundamental, extra degree of freedom of quantum objects

e.g., electron movement across 3D, 2D and 1D:3, 2, 1 degree(s) of freedom for translation
spin is an extra degree of freedomrelated to the interaction of the quantum objectwith magnetic fields

Source: Quantum Mechanics for Tomorrow’s Engineers



Spin is a fundamental, extra degree of freedom of quantum objects

charges both create, and interact with electric fieldscharges can be positive or negative

Source: SchoolPhysics

spins both create, and interact with magnetic fields
spins can have different magnitudes |S|,expressed as 2|S|+ 1 arrows (or allowed spin states)pointing at different directions(i.e., number of allowed spin states is quantized)
e.g., representation of spin states for a spin of |S| = 2

Source: The Spectrum of Riemannium



Spin is a fundamental, extra degree of freedom of quantum objects

charges both create, and interact with electric fieldscharges can be positive or negative

Source: SchoolPhysicsspins both create, and interact with magnetic fields
spins can have different magnitudes |S|,expressed as 2|S|+ 1 arrows (or allowed spin states)pointing at different directions(i.e., number of allowed spin states is quantized)
electrons and protons have spin |S| = 12 Source: Lancaster Phys223



Spins |S| = 12 , and the bad-bad analogy with spinning:
classical magnetic dipole moment

I : electric current
A: area of loop
B: current-generated magnetic field
~µ magnetic dipole moment with:
|µ| = I · A
~µ ⊥ plane of Aright-hand rule with thumb points to I

Source: forgive me, author, but I can’t find it anymore

magnetic dipole moments interact with magnetic fields

Source: Phys102, unknown uni, sorry Source: Edupoint. Note: m above is our |µ|

energy of interaction E = −~µ · ~Btorque ~τ = ~µ × ~B

Source: mriquestions.com



Spins |S| = 12 , and the bad-bad analogy with spinning:
an electron moving in a circle looks like a loop of current
~r : loop radius
ω: angular speed
|~v | = ω · |~r |: tangential speed
I = − eω2π : electric current
~L = ~r ×m~v angular momentum, with:
|~L| = m|~r |2ω
~L ⊥ plane of ~v and ~rright-hand rule with thumb points to ~v Source: forgive me, author, but I can’t find it anymore

letting as before |~µ| = |I| · (π|~r |2) = e|~L|2m : independent of |~r | (but dependent on |~L|)
let |~r | → 0 ∼ ‘electron spinning in place’ + since rotating charges produce a ~µ:

the perfect recipe for a bad analogy!

Source: Quantum Computing for the Quantum Curious

this is better though:

Source: Lancaster Phys223



Repeat after me: nothing (no electron, no proton) is actually spinning...

...but protons, electrons, atomic nuclei as a whole, photons,
and other fundamental particles all have spin∗!

∗even if this spin is zero!



Mathematical description of a particle with spin |S| = 12



Wavefunction characteristics of a particle with spin |S| = 12

spin up state: | ↑〉 = (10)
spin down state: | ↓〉 = (01)
most generic spin state:
|ψ〉 =

(
a1
a2

)
= a1| ↑〉+ a2| ↓〉,

a1 and a2 ∈ C, |a1|2 + |a2|2 = 1
|ψ〉 is in a superposition of | ↑〉 and | ↓〉

upon measurement, the probability that |ψ〉
is found in | ↑〉 is |〈↑ |ψ〉|2 = |a1|2

A qubit being encodedin a spin state

Source: Alamy



Magnetic resonance



Spins can be controlled by magnetic fields: absence of a magnetic field

Source: Maria Baias YouTube



Spins can be controlled by magnetic fields: effect of a static (DC) field

a static field aligns the spins along its axis

Source: Maria Baias YouTube



Spins can be controlled by magnetic fields: effect of a static (DC) field

a static field splits the energiesfor aligned and misaligned ~µ(i.e., | ↑〉 and | ↓〉)

Source: Maria Baias YouTube
energy of interaction E = −~µ · ~B

Source: mriquestions.com
for a spin |S| = 12 , ∆E = 2~µ · ~B

an oscillating field with photon frequency f = ∆E
h

drives the spin back-and-forth
from |ψ〉 = | ↑〉 to |ψ〉 = | ↓〉,

via spin superpositions |ψ〉 = a1| ↑〉+ a2| ↓〉

Source: my own data!
important for quantum biology:
a static field ⊥ to the field
lifting the energy degeneracy

does the same!



Spins can be controlled by magnetic fields: effect of an oscillating (AC) field

a static field splits the energiesfor aligned and misaligned ~µ(i.e., | ↑〉 and | ↓〉)

Source: Maria Baias YouTube
energy of interaction E = −~µ · ~B

Source: mriquestions.com
for a spin |S| = 12 , ∆E = 2~µ · ~B

an oscillating field with photon frequency f = ∆E
h

drives the spin back-and-forth
from |ψ〉 = | ↑〉 to |ψ〉 = | ↓〉,

via spin superpositions |ψ〉 = a1| ↑〉+ a2| ↓〉

Source: my own data!

important for quantum biology:
a static field ⊥ to the field
lifting the energy degeneracy

does the same!



Spins can be controlled by magnetic fields: effect of an oscillating (AC) field

a static field splits the energiesfor aligned and misaligned ~µ(i.e., | ↑〉 and | ↓〉)

Source: Maria Baias YouTube
energy of interaction E = −~µ · ~B

Source: mriquestions.com
for a spin |S| = 12 , ∆E = 2~µ · ~B

an oscillating field with photon frequency f = ∆E
h

drives the spin back-and-forth
from |ψ〉 = | ↑〉 to |ψ〉 = | ↓〉,

via spin superpositions |ψ〉 = a1| ↑〉+ a2| ↓〉

Source: my own data!

important for quantum biology:
a static field ⊥ to the field
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does the same!



Spins can be controlled by magnetic fields: add a second, ⊥ static field

a static field splits the energiesfor aligned and misaligned ~µ(i.e., | ↑〉 and | ↓〉)

Source: Maria Baias YouTube
energy of interaction E = −~µ · ~B

Source: mriquestions.com
for a spin |S| = 12 , ∆E = 2~µ · ~B

an oscillating field with photon frequency f = ∆E
h

drives the spin back-and-forth
from |ψ〉 = | ↑〉 to |ψ〉 = | ↓〉,

via spin superpositions |ψ〉 = a1| ↑〉+ a2| ↓〉

Source: my own data!
important for quantum biology:
a static field ⊥ to the field
lifting the energy degeneracy

does the same!



Nuclear magnetic resonance



One slide onlynuclear magnetic resonance:
I controls nuclear spins, not electron spins
I requires huge static magnetic fields ∼ 3− 5T : the higher, the better
I works very differently from the electron spin-dependent chemical reactionsusually studied in Quantum Biology

I recommend: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLnuPKhKXVM from Johns Hopkins
I also recommend:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jLnuPKhKXVM


Optically-detected magnetic resonance
+ Quantum sensing

+ Spin-dependent chemical reactions



To measure things better is to understand nature better



To measure things better is to understand nature better

Image credit: NIST; Charité Hospital, Berlin; Hitachi Lab, Cambridge

better frequencies

better magnetic fields better accelerations

what if...
...the quantity to be measured is way too small?

...object causing the quantity to be measured is way too small?

⇒ need tiny sensor, able to measure tiny quantities
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To measure things better is to understand nature better

Image credit: NIST; Charité Hospital, Berlin; Hitachi Lab, Cambridge

better frequencies better magnetic fields better accelerations

what if...
...the quantity to be measured is way too small?

...object causing the quantity to be measured is way too small?

⇒ need quantum sensor, able to measure tiny quantities



The sensor’s quantumness enhances the measurement



The sensor’s quantumness enhances the measurement

a spin in diamond
is a magnetic sensor

|+1〉� |0〉�

sample under study

r B

a spin in a protein
is a magnetic sensor

Quantum + room temperature + noisy environments



A spin in diamond is a magnetic sensor



A spin in diamond is a magnetic sensor

I crystal defect absorbs light and fluoresces

⇒ quantum state-dependent fluo intensity
I very sensitive magnetometer

Taylor, Nat. Phys. 4, 810 (08); Maze, Nature 455, 644 (08)
⇒ only while quantum properties last
(∼ 2 µs at room temperature, in bulk)

I extend quantumness withengineered electromagnetic fields(like nuclear magnetic resonance!)
Aiello, Nat. Comms. 4, 1419 (13); Hirose∗ , Aiello∗ , Phys. Rev. A 86, 062320 (12);
Aiello, Phys. Rev. A 91, 042340 (15); Aiello, Quant. Info. Proc. 14, 3233 (15)
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State-dependent fluorescence is linked to energy levels

non-resolvable
excited states

ground
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≈ 300ns
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Phonon-assisted

I after some time, regardless of the NV initial state, ends up in |0〉
‘initializationÂť

I before that time, state is distinguishable by fluorescence intensity
‘read-outÂť
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Single NV state is observed by fluorescence
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Just an example of such a spin control experiment:
quantum magnetometry using the ‘rotary echo’ pulse sequence

I NMR origins Solomon, Phys. Rev. 110, 61 (1958)
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Magnetosensing mechanism may be universal across vastly diverse species

organisms known to express cryptochrome/ magnetosensing studies on cryptochrome



Evidence for cryptochrome-based magnetosensing abound...

...at disconnected length scales

magnetosensing in birds
depends on magnetic fields

magnetosensing lost
in cryptochrome knock-out flies

in vitro cryptochrome fluo
depends on magnetic fields

Image credit: Kattnig, Nat. Chem. 8, 384 (16); Du, J. Photochem. Photobiol. 90, 989 (14); Ritz, Nature 429, 177 (04); Gegear, Nature 454, 1014 (08)
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Same spin-sensitive chemical reactions
might underlie relevant biological phenomena

Courtesy Peter Fierlinger, TU Munich



Spin-related quantum concepts you can now qualitatively describe

1. Definition of spin2. Mathematical description of a particle with spin |S| = 123. Magnetic resonance4. Nuclear magnetic resonance5. Optically-detected magnetic resonance6. Quantum sensing with spins7. Spin-dependent chemical reactions
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